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Abstract
The aim of this study was to explore the possibility of predicting product emotions based on
knowledge of people’s commitments and the symbolic meaning of products. Product emotions
are formed by a process wherein people evaluate the product in the light of their concerns, to
determine if the product is useful or harmful for their well-being. When a product is evaluated
as useful for their well-being, pleasant emotions will arise and when the product is evaluated
as harmful, unpleasant emotions will arise. This usefulness can be determined by analysing
the symbolic meaning of a product design, which can be communicated by different product
characteristics, for example the product form. Several theories imply that congruence
between concerns and the symbolic meaning of a product will lead to a positive response.
This article reports an empirical study that investigated the relationship between
commitments, a type of concern, and the emotional product experience. The expectation was
that a high degree of congruence between commitments and the symbolic meaning of a
product design would lead to more pleasant emotions and a low degree of congruence would
lead to more unpleasant emotions. An online experiment containing two non-verbal selfreport measurement tools was performed to measure the commitments that people find
important in life and their emotional response towards six floor lamp designs. The results
show that the degree of congruence can be seen as an indicator for predicting product
emotions, but the direction of predictions found was not consistent.

Introduction
Traditionally the focus of product design lies on functionality (Bloch, 1995). When a product
operates as expected on a functional level, it will receive a positive evaluation. For example a
refrigerator will receive a positive evaluation if it keeps food and drinks inside cold. In the
current market though, the market is full with products that receive positive evaluations on the
level of function, quality, features, price, performance, etc., which makes it difficult to
differentiate a product on these levels (Bloch, 1995, McDonagh, Bruseberg & Haslam, 2002;
Creusen & Schoormans, 2005). Product designers need to find other ways to differentiate
their products, which leads to new approaches to design.
One approach is designing for experience, which focuses on how people experience
products while interacting with them (Desmet & Hekkert, 2007). The goal is to design
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product experiences that evoke pleasant emotions. To achieve this goal, product developers
need to explore which emotions a product experience currently evokes and which emotions
they want the experience to evoke. Product emotions are formed by an evaluation of the
product in the light of the concerns people possess; the appraisal process (Frijda, 1986;
Lazarus, 1991; Desmet, 2002). For example, if someone is confronted with a refrigerator, the
person evaluates the refrigerator to determine if it contributes to their concerns. Concerns can
be explained as desired end states (Desmet, 2004). A refrigerator that is focused mainly on
functionality and not on expressing luxury can evoke different emotional experiences. A
person that holds a concern of expressing a luxurious lifestyle to the outside world will
experience unpleasant emotions, but a person who holds a concern of possessing functional
products will experience pleasant emotions. To design products that lead to positive product
experiences, product developers need to explore the concerns of the target group and develop
products that are positively evaluated by the target group in the light of their concerns.
Research following the design for experience approach focuses mainly on measuring the
emotions that are experienced during interaction with a product (Reijnveld, de Looze, Krause
& Desmet, 2003; Desmet & Dijkhuis, 2003). This knowledge is used to improve designs.
Measuring the emotional experiences that are evoked by competitive products, helps the
designers to determine directions for new products designs. The difficulty in this kind of
research lies in exposing the total appraisal process that evokes product emotions. As noted,
the appraisal process includes the concerns people possess, the product itself and the
appraisal; the evaluation of the product in the light of the concerns. Exposing this process
could make it possible to understand why a product or certain product aspects evoke a
particular emotion. Literature shows how the appraisal process works, but unanswered is the
question if it is possible to predict product emotions by exposing the appraisal process.
The primary purpose of the current study is to explore the possibility of predicting product
emotions with knowledge of two constructs of the appraisal process; the concerns people
possess, in particular the concern type commitments and the product, focussing mainly on
formal characteristics. First the appraisal theory literature is explored, which is the base for
explaining product emotions. This is followed by an explanation of the product appraisal
process. Then the appraisal process constructs concern and product are further discussed,
followed by a description of the role of congruence between these constructs in the process of
predicting product emotions. The literature review will end with an introduction of the current
study. The method section explains the current study in detail, followed by the results and the
discussion.
5

Appraisal theory and product experience
The appraisal theory explains why similar events can evoke very different emotional
experiences by different people (Scherer, Schorr, & Johnstone, 1999). Arnold (1960) was the
first to use the term appraisal to explain the different emotions that are elicited in situations.
Suggested was that people are constantly evaluating their environment for relevant changes
related to their well-being. These appraisals lead to action tendencies and those are
experienced as emotions. Lazarus (1991) describes two levels in the appraisal process. A
primary appraisal, in which the situation is evaluated on relevance for someone’s well-being
and a secondary appraisal, in which the coping options are evaluated that are needed to handle
the situation. Scherer’s et al. (1999) description of emotions corresponds with the primary
appraisal, describing emotions as the result of quick evaluations of the situation looking at the
usefulness for accomplishing needs or goals. When a situation is evaluated as useful for
accomplishing needs or goals, somebody will experience pleasant emotions and when the
evaluation results in harmfulness, unpleasant emotions will be experienced. This evaluation is
a cognitive process, although it is automatic and unconscious. Scherer et al. (1999) also
addresses the secondary appraisal, by suggesting that situations are also evaluated on the
ability to cope with consequences of events.
Linking the appraisal theory to product design, Desmet (2002) developed a model that is
specified on product emotions. This General Model of Product Appraisal, shown in Figure 1,
explains product emotions using the appraisal theory. Desmet (2002) argues that every person
experiences different emotions while being confronted with different products, but the
underlying way people process these emotions is universal. This model explains the

.

Figure 1. General Model of Product Appraisal (Desmet, 2002).

experienced emotions using three constructs; concern, stimulus and the appraisal. Concerns,
include goals, values, standards, needs, commitments, etc., that point out what people find
important in life. In the example mentioned earlier a concern was formulated of expressing a
luxurious lifestyle to the outside world. The stimulus in this model is the product that is
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experienced, including the product appearance which can provide information about
functionality, features, quality, but also can express a certain symbolic meaning. A
refrigerator can be designed to look powerful by using impressive shapes, but also can be
designed to express luxury by means of expensive looking materials. The appraisal in the
centre of the model is an automatic evaluation to determine the significance of a product for
the concerns. People use the product design to determine if the product contributes to
accomplishing their concerns. For example, the refrigerator is evaluated on being significant
for the concern of expressing a luxurious lifestyle. When the symbolic meaning of the
refrigerator does not contribute to the concern of expressing a luxurious lifestyle, unpleasant
emotions will be experienced and vice versa. Desmet (2002) describes a set of fourteen
emotions that are experienced towards products. More validation led to a set of twelve
product emotions, containing six unpleasant emotions (disgust, dissatisfaction, shame, fear,
sadness and boredom) and six pleasant emotions (desire, satisfaction, pride, hope, joy, and
fascination). People can have mixed emotions towards one product, due to the fact that people
hold mixed concerns. For instance a person can experience positive emotions due to the
significance of a product for their concerns on functionality, but also can experience negative
emotions because the product does not contribute to environmental concerns.
The appraisal models imply that it should be possible to predict which product will evoke
pleasant or unpleasant emotions. When it is clear which concerns a person holds and which
symbolic meaning a product is expressing, it should be possible to predict the result of the
appraisal. This implication leads to the question if a general set of concerns can be used to
predict which emotions somebody will experience while interacting with a certain product. To
explore this possibility first the construct concern is further discussed, followed by the second
construct, the product.

Concerns
To determine the significance of a product for someone’s well-being, people explore what is
important to them and thereby useful for their well-being, their concerns. Desmet, Hekkert
and Hillen (2004) comment that it is difficult to measure concerns due to the wide variety of
types. Different definitions and types of concerns are described in the appraisal theory
literature. Frijda (1986) defines a concern as; “a disposition to desire occurrence or nonoccurrence of a given kind of situation” (p.335). In other words; more or less stable
preferences for certain states of the world. These dispositions can be seen as internal
representations that serve as standards, against which situations can be tested. Concerns give
7

events their emotional meaning (Frijda, 2007). Frijda (2007) notes that there is no consensus
on which concerns are the basic ones. Two examples are given by Frijda (2007) that illustrate
possible sets of basic concerns. The first set is from Murray (1938), who composed a set of
biological needs concerning physical satisfactions (air, water, food, sex, etc.) and the
psychogenic needs concern mental or emotional satisfaction (order, achievement, recognition,
dominance, aggression, etc.). This needs lead a person to approach or separate him or herself
from an object (Murray, 1938). The second set is that from Schwartz (1992) distinguishing 11
motivational types; self-direction, stimulation, hedonism, achievement, power, security,
conformity, tradition, spirituality, benevolence, universalism. Each motivation type stands for
a set of values. For example the motivational type security is linked to values such as sense of
belonging and national security and the achievement type is linked to being ambitious and
successful. This set was based on results from research about differences in value priority
between different cultures (Frijda, 2007). The needs and values described above can be seen
as different types of concerns. A distinction is made by Frijda (2007) between source and
surface concerns. Source concerns are defined in terms of general kinds of goals and
satisfactions, such as the need to achieve and dominate described by Murray (1938). Surface
concerns are defined in terms of goals and satisfactions towards a particular person or object.
These more concrete concerns can be seen as instrumental in satisfying source concerns.
Scherer (1999) describes concerns as criteria, addressing that the classical approach to
appraisal suggests that individuals use these criteria to evaluate the significance of events that
happen to them. These criteria can be organized into four major categories; (a) the intrinsic
characteristics of object or events; for example the predictability of events, (b) people’s needs
and goals; for example the need to achieve, (c) the ability to cope with consequences of
events; for example the amount of control and power and (d) compatibility of events or
objects with the standards, norms or values people possess; for example the standard that one
should not hurt another person.
Lazarus (1991) introduces the concern type commitments, which can be organized in the
category of people’s needs and goals. Lazarus (1984) defines a commitment as a factor within
the person that influences appraisal; “Commitments expresses what is import to the person,
what has meaning to him or her” (p.56). Novacek & Lazarus (1990) comment that
commitments can be general or concrete. This is similar to the distinction made by Frijda
(1986) between source and surface concerns. A general commitment could be the
commitment to achieve good results in life and a concrete commitment could be to achieve
good results at school. Lazarus (1991) argues that people evaluate a situation on goal
8

relevance, on goal congruence and on ego involvement and that the results of these
evaluations lead to an emotional response. The first two include evaluating the situation on
being significant for a goal someone possesses and if the situation is useful or harmful for
achieving that goal. The latter, ego involvement, is the degree to which people are committed
to goals; people’s commitments. For example someone is committed to achieving good results
at school. That person finds him or herself in the situation where he or she is asked to go out
for a drink the evening before an important test. The evaluations show that the situation is
relevant to the person’s goal and that it has a negative influence on achieving this goal. Going
out will prevent him or her from learning for the test. Because the person is highly committed
to this goal the person will experience negative emotional feelings towards the situation.
Novacek and Lazarus (1990) suggest that it is not possible to understand differences in the
emotional experiences of people without understanding the differences in what people find
important, where they are committed to. This corresponds with the expectation that
differences in emotional experiences can be explained with knowledge of the underlying
concerns, for example commitments. Novacek and Lazarus (1990) developed a commitments
taxonomy that can be seen as an underlying structure that organizes commitments. The
taxonomy consists of six commitment components; Affiliation, Power-Achievement, Personal
Growth, Altruism, Stress Avoidance and Sensation-Seeking. More concrete commitments can
be organized in this underlying structure. The commitment components from the taxonomy
appeared at least three times or more in other literature about values, goals, and personal
projects. Also similarities can be found with personality literature, showing overlap with the
general personality types.
Desmet et al. (2004) points out that the different types of concerns that are addressed in
literature have something in common; they are all about reaching a desired end state.
Commitments though not only imply the end point, but also the motivational process. They
not only imply the goals and needs that people find good or bad, but they refer to the goals
and needs that people are committed to (Novacek & Lazarus, 1990). Because the taxonomy of
commitments can be seen as an underlying structure, the commitment concern type is ideal
for testing the possibility of predicting product emotions. Additionally the resemblance of the
structure with literature about values, goals, and personal projects makes the structure more
robust. The components in the taxonomy are further described in the following section,
together with their resemblance to other literature.
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Commitments
As noted, the commitment taxonomy (Novacek & Lazarus, 1990) contains six commitment
components; Affiliation, Power-Achievement, Personal Growth, Altruism, Stress Avoidance
and Sensation-Seeking. The first component is the Affiliation component, which refers to
interpersonal relationships, intimacy, love and family. This includes more concrete
commitments such as wanting to have close relationships, receiving love and giving love and
affection to others (Novacek & Lazarus, 1990). Loving is seen by Freedman et al. (1951) as a
required mechanism to systemize interpersonal behaviour. The importance of love for the
well-being is also addressed by Freud (1955) and by Hill (1987), who suggests that affiliation,
the need for social contact, is a central influence on human behaviour. Four dimensions are
mentioned by Hill (1987) that can underlie the motivation for affiliation; social comparison,
emotional support, positive stimulation, and attention. Maslow’s (1970) need of
belongingness and love also shows similarities with the affiliation component.
The Power-Achievement component is the second component, which refers to leadership,
aspiration, wanting recognition, popularity, dominance and influence. More concrete
commitments linked to this component are wanting to obtain awards and recognition, or
wanting to have a career (Novacek & Lazarus, 1990). This component is also addressed by
Freedman et al. (1951), as a required mechanism to systemize interpersonal behaviour. It
corresponds with Maslow’s (1970) esteem need and with needs described by Murray (1938).
The importance of the power-achievement component is also recognized by Hogan (2001),
who describes status and approval as primary motives in human life. The loss of status and
approval are both very stressful for human beings.
The third component in the taxonomy is the Personal Growth component. It is described
by Novacek and Lazarus (1990) as striving for self-understanding, for a personal philosophy
and for morality. More concrete commitments that are associated with this component,
include wanting to be open-minded and trying to be responsible (Novacek & Lazarus, 1990).
This component shows overlap with Maslow’s (1970) need for self-actualization, i.e. the
striving to become your potential self. There is also an overlap with Maslow’s safety need,
addressing the need for a clear philosophy of the world to reduce uncertainty. This also
corresponds with White’s (1959) concept of competence motivation to satisfy the need to deal
with the environment.
Altruism, the fourth component concerns the need to help and support others and the need
to be involved in organizations. Concrete commitments include wanting to be supportive and
wanting to make sacrifices for others (Novacek & Lazarus, 1990). Rushton (1982) definition
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of altruism; “social behaviour carried out to achieve positive outcomes for another rather
than for the self” (p.427). Altruism can be seen as a personality factor, meaning that some
people show consistently more altruistic behaviour than others. Rushton (1982) describes
altruism as a universal value in human societies, forming the tenet in many movements, for
example religious movements. In social psychology altruism is linked to empathy. Batson and
Shaw (1991) suggest that pure altruistic behaviour can only occur when it is preceded by
empathic concern for another, which includes feelings of compassion and sympathy. These
feelings are produced by the perception of someone in need or by adoption of another
person’s perspective (Batson & Shaw, 1991).
The Stress Avoidance component is the fifth component in the taxonomy. It refers to the
motivation to avoid conflict, criticism and rejection, etc., hoping this will lead to a stable and
easy life. Wanting to avoid feeling guilty and trying to avoid failure are concrete
commitments that are associated to this component. The Stress Avoidance component is the
only one that contains avoidance commitments. The other components contain approach
commitments (Novacek & Lazarus, 1990). This avoidance is also included in needs described
by Murray (1938). The need for harm avoidance and blame avoidance correspond with the
stress avoidance needs to avoid conflict, stress, blame and criticism. Literature concerning
self-regulation also addresses the need for security by means of a prevention focus (Crowe,
Ellen & Higgins, 1997). A person with a prevention focus has the need for protection and
safety and wants to protect him or herself against the occurrence of unpleasant situations. This
focus arises in childhood, when receiving messages in the interaction with the parent. The
parent refers in his or her communication to a goal that concerns safety and negative
outcomes. Because these interactions take place over a long period of time, it determines the
child’s position in life. The opposite focus is the promotion focus, aiming for promotion and
self-realization and increasing the change of positive outcomes (Crowe, Ellen & Higgins,
1997).
The last component of the taxonomy is the Sensation-Seeking component, which refers to
pursuing fun, sex, excitement and novelty. It includes concrete commitments such as wanting
to have fun and aspiring to have new and different experiences (Novacek & Lazarus, 1990).
People can differ in the degree of stimulus hunger (Eysenck, 1967). This need for change,
variety and intensity of stimulation manifests itself in behaviour (Zuckerman, 1971). Different
correlations between Sensation-Seeking and behaviour, personality, other needs, etc are found
(Zuckerman, 1971). Support for this component can also be found in one of the Big Five
traits; Openness to experience (McAdams, 2008). A person high in openness to experience,
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are described by themselves and others as original, imaginative, curious, having broad
interests, etc., traits also found in sensation seeking commitments.
Now that it is explored which set of commitment components can possibly help predict
product emotions, the question remains how people use the symbolic meaning of a product to
determine the significance of a product for their commitments. First the concept of symbolic
product meaning is explained in the next section, which discusses the second construct in the
appraisal process, the product.

Product (stimulus)
Lazarus (1991) described that people evaluate a situation on goal relevance, goal congruence
and on ego involvement. When evaluating a product, the situation is an object. This means
that people evaluate the product, the object, on being significant for achieving goals they find
important. This corresponds with the General Model of Product Appraisal from Desmet
(2002). Norman (2004) defines this as the reflective level of design, which means that the
product is evaluated in terms of goals and values. When only being confronted with the
appearance of a product this evaluation must be performed only with use of the design,
including colour, form, material, etc. In this evaluation, an important information source is the
symbolic meaning of a product.

Symbolic product meaning
People do not only perceive the visual elements of products in terms of their formal or
technical properties, but also see them in terms of the symbolic or affective meaning they
embody (Van Rompay, Pruyn & Tieke, 2009). The product design can be used as a means of
communication (Crilly, 2008; Karjalainen, 2007). For example, a product design can be used
to communicate the identity of a certain brand. Karjalainen (2007) shows that through means
of semantic transformation, designers can transform core brand values into value-based
design features, to give a product an intended meaning. Explicit or implicit design cues are
applied in the product design to communicate the identity of the brand in question. Explicit
cues are references that are recognized quickly as being part of a brand and implicit cues are
less obvious and better for communicating core values. An example mentioned by Karjalainen
(2007) concerns the brand BMW, who uses strong shapes and dynamic forms in their car
designs to communicate values of power and performance. Karjalainen (2007) also shows that
it is possible to transform brand core values from one product to a totally different product
category. For example handheld mixers where designed that communicated core brand values
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belonging to Cadillac and Alfa Romeo. Design cues in material were applied to communicate
the exclusiveness of the brand Cadillac. The core value dynamic of Alfa Romeo was
expressed by flowing shapes and use of the colour red (Karjalainen, 2007).
Aside from communicating brand identity, a product can also communicate characteristics
of the product itself. Janlert and Stolterman (1997) argue that people have the tendency to
think and talk about objects as having a character. People do not only use personality
characteristics to describe and discriminate between people, but also use these characteristics
for describing and discriminating products. Govers (2004) introduces the concept of product
personality, which is referred to as “the set of personality characteristics that people use to
describe a specific product variant and to discriminate it from others” (p.15). Govers (2004)
shows that products that differentiate in product appearance (colour, form, proportion,
material, etc.) differentiate in containing personality characteristics, which corresponds with
the theory of Janlert and Stolterman (1997). Designers use associations of personality
characteristics and assimilate this in the design. For example, when being asked to design a
happy and a tough iron, the majority of design students associated happy with smiling faces
and associated though with tools and machines (Govers, 2004). Janlert and Stolterman (1997)
address that within the field of product semantics, different approaches build on the
assumption that certain shapes, patterns and symbols create certain emotions and associations
in the beholder. This product experience is influenced by conventions that people hold, which
are learned by interacting with others and the environment within a specific culture (Van
Rompay, 2008). Certain signs can create different associations in different cultures.
Several authors inform designers about how meanings are embodied in product design
(Krippendorff, 1989; Karjalainen, 2007). Karjalainen (2007) addresses that semantic
differential scales can be used to collect impressions that are formed based on implicit design
cues. Participants would be asked to indicate to what degree they think that certain
characteristics are applicable to different product designs. This data can be rather reliable,
when it is collected from a large quantity of people.
Product form by itself can also contain a certain symbolic or affective meaning. For
example, Zhang, Feick, and Price (2006) showed that logos with round forms were perceived
as more harmonious and logos with angular forms as more aggressive. This is based on the
knowledge that round shapes induce associations such as friendliness and harmony and
angular shapes induce associations such as energy and strength (Berlyne, 1976). Van
Rompay, Hekkert, Saakes and Russo (2005) argue that product expressions are involved with
image schemas. These are grounded patterns of recurring interactions with the environment.
13

An example is the containment schema, which refers to the way containers protect people
from their environment. Products that are designs with high degrees of closure will evoke
feelings of security and constriction. Another example is the verticality schema; the more a
designed object emphasizes a rising upwards, the more the object is perceived as dominant
and impressive. Van Rompay et al. (2005) showed that both participants with a design
background and naive participants relate characteristics to form changes made in designs of
jugs and alarm clocks as was predicted.
The theories discussed in this section explain how people can extract information from the
product appearance and how designers can give products their intended meaning. But when is
a product design perceived as significantly harmful or useful for people’s commitments?
Several theories imply that congruence between commitments and the symbolic meaning of
products will lead to a positive experience. These theories are discussed in the next section.

Congruence between commitments and products
When people are confronted with a product, an evaluation takes place to determine the
significance of the product for their commitments. Several theories imply that congruence
between the symbolic meaning of a product and the commitments people possess leads to a
positive product experience. In the example of the refrigerator, a positive product experience
is expected when a person who is committed to affiliation or altruism is confronted with a
refrigerator that includes round forms, which are associated with harmony and friendliness,
fitting the Affiliation and Altruism component. These theories are based on the concept of
self-congruity, which suggests that consumers prefer products or brands that express an image
that match with their own self-concept (Belk, 1988; Sirgy, 1982). People regard possessions
as being a part of themselves. Possessions, such as products, can be seen as an extended self
(Belk, 1988). Belk (1998) argues that people learn, define and remind themselves of who they
are by their possessions. People use products to express their identity to the outside world
(Crilly, 2008). McDonagh et al. (2002) comment that even practical products have this
symbolic significance. For example, a refrigerator can be used by its owner to express their
identity. A person who sees him or herself as powerful and dominant will choose a design that
expresses those characteristics. The product choice will be influenced by the match between
the image expressed by the product and the self-image of the consumer. Belk (1988) argues
that this does not only count on an individual level, but also on a collective level such as a
family, community or group. People want to belong to a social group and they want to
distinguish themselves in a way that is consistent with their self-concept (Govers, 2004).
14

Evidence for these theories can be found in research concerning brand and product
preferences. Jamal and Goode (2001) for example conducted a study to determine the effect
of self and brand image congruence on brand preference and satisfaction in the jewellery
market. Jewellery is a product that is likely to be used to enhance self-image. Results show
that consumers prefer brands that are congruent with their own self-image and also experience
more satisfaction towards those brands. Also evidence was found concerning product
personality, which differs from brand personality, because it refers to a specific product and
not to a total brand. Personality characteristics expressed by the product design helps people
to express their self-concept (Govers, 2004). Mugge and Govers (2004) provided evidence for
a relationship between product personality congruence and product attachment. Participants
were asked to rate the degree of product attachment in scenario’s that contained congruent or
incongruent product personality pairs; an extrovert person and an extrovert toaster or an
extrovert person and a conscientious toaster and vice versa. Results showed that high productpersonality congruence results in a higher degree of product attachment.
Research of Zhang et al. (2006) showed how self-congruity can lead to preferences in
shapes. They examined if self-construal - The extent to which an individual perceives himself
or herself as being connected to or distinct from others (Zhang et al. 2006, p.794) influences
the preferences of angular and rounded shapes. It was found that people with dependent selfconstrual (emphasizing confrontation) prefer angular shapes, which are known to induce
associations such as energy and strength. And people with independent self-construal
(emphasizing compromise) prefer rounded shapes, which are known to induce associations
such as friendliness and harmony. The symbolic meaning of the shapes matches the type of
self-construal, which makes it significantly useful for achieving their goal, expressing the
correct identity.
The theories discussed above imply that the symbolic meaning of a product design is
evaluated as useful when it helps the person communicate the correct identity. A design
should express what the person finds important, for example their commitments, to express
the correct identity. This means that the symbolic meaning of product designs should match
with the commitments people possess to evoke a positive product experience.

Current study
The current study analyses the possibility of predicting product emotions based on knowledge
of people’s commitments and the symbolic meaning of products. Based on the literature,
expected is that people only experience emotions when an object is significant for their well15

being (Novacek & Lazarus, 1990). I.e., only when the product form induces a symbolic
meaning that is significant for their commitments. Expected is that the presence of
congruence between commitments and the symbolic meaning of the product will evoke a
more positive product experience. A high degree of congruence between people’s
commitments and the symbolic meaning of a product is expected to increase the experience of
pleasant emotions and decrease the experience of unpleasant emotions. A low degree of
congruence is expected to increase the experience of unpleasant emotions and decrease the
experience of pleasant emotions.
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Method
Participants
In this study 82 Dutch students participated in the age of 18 to 33 (29 male 53 female).
Participants were approached by email or by flyer that contained a short introduction and a
link to the experimental program.

Design
The main study was a within participant design, measuring the six commitment components
and twelve product emotions towards six lamp designs. The measurement of twelve product
emotions contained measurements of six pleasant emotions and six unpleasant emotions. The
selection of the lamp designs and their symbolic meaning were determined in two pre-tests.

Pre-tests
Floor lamps were chosen as stimuli for this study. This choice was made based on three
reasons; there are no differences in design for men or women, a lamp could be used by the
owner to communicate their identity to the outside world and lamps have a wide variety in
product form. Two pre-tests were performed to select different floor lamp designs for this
study. The first pre-test aimed to select a set of lamp designs that differentiate widely in
product form. To differentiate the stimuli in form this study applied the Muller’s typological
classification system (Muller, 1996). In this typology images are organized into categories
and dimensions on different levels; function, use, form. By selecting lamp designs that fit this
typology and differentiate in form, only the form aspect is differentiated. Six participants with
a design background were presented a pool of floor lamp images (30) that differentiate in
form. All lamps were fully developed products, pictured on a plain white background,
pictured in black and white. They were asked to select the six lamps that fit the typology and
which differentiate most in form. In total fifteen different lamps were selected, which were
used in the second pre-test.
The second pre-test aimed to determine the symbolic meaning of the floor lamp designs
and select a set of designs that differentiate in meaning. The fifteen lamp designs from the
first pre-test were rated on expressing certain symbolic meanings. Three tests were performed,
in which 15 participants rated five lamp designs. To find lamp designs that express symbolic
meanings that match the commitments measured in this study, meanings were selected that fit
the six commitment components. For example social, committed, friendly and
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Table 1
Mean symbolic meaning scores and the Cronbach’s alpha scores

Lamp 1
Lamp 2
Lamp 3
Lamp 4
Lamp 5
Lamp 6

Lamp 1

Affiliation

Power
Achievement

Personal
Growth

Altruism

Stress
Avoidance

Sensation
Seeking

Cosy
Harmonious
Warm
Sensitive

Dominant
Forceful
Powerful

Philosophical
Self-conscious
Open

Social
Involved
Friendly
Modest

Safe
Consistent
Predictable

Exiting
Surprising
Thrilling
Innovative

2,93
(0,705)
3,35
(0,770)
3,68
(0,826)
2,47
(0,835)
2,67
(0,764)
3,60
(0,725)

3,56
(0,480)
3,00
(0,746)
2,22
(0,773)
3,69
(0,786)
3,93
(0,865)
2,20
(0,633)

2,87
(0,638)
3,29
(0,644)
2,84
(0,114)
3,22
(0,488)
3,38
(- 0,841)
2,87
(0,682)

2,75
(0,711)
3,22
(0,438)
3,52
(0,790)
2,22
(0,823)
2,38
(0,636)
3,30
(0,724)

3,64
(0,384)
3,47
(0,633)
3,36
(0,703)
2,16
(0,569)
3,18
(0,555)
3,16
(0,642)

2,23
(0,859)
2,64
(0,871)
2,36
(0,764)
3,93
(0,683)
3,68
(0,880)
2,32
(0,781)

Lamp 2

Lamp 3

Lamp 4

Lamp 5

Lamp 6

Figure 2. Stimuli used in the experiment.

modest were the symbolic meanings that fitted the Altruism component. In Table 1 all the
measured symbolic meanings are shown that match the commitments components. To
emphasise the form factor the stimuli were undone from unnecessary aspects that will
influence the emotional experience (colour, material, and texture). Six lamp designs were
selected, that showed a variety in symbolic meaning. These are presented in Figure 2. The
symbolic meaning scores for each commitment component were combined to mean scores for
each lamp design. Table 1 contains the mean scores that show which lamp is expressing
which commitment. Reliability analyses were performed to measure the homogeneity of the
obtained mean scores. Not all mean scores show an acceptable Cronbach’s alpha score (>
0,6). Decided was to include all the scores in the main study to explore all commitment types.

Measurements
To measure the emotions that are evoked by the six lamp designs this study used a tool
developed by Desmet, the PRoduct EMOtion Measurement Instrument (PrEmo). Desmet
(2002) based this development on the notion that facial expressions are universally recognized
and are easily interpreted. This led to an intuitive tool to measure the emotions a product
evokes. PrEmo consists of twelve emotions, including six pleasant emotions; desire,
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Table 2
Cronbach’s alpha scores
Pleasant
emotions

Unpleasant
emotions

Lamp 1

0,896

0,795

Lamp 2

0,897

0,801

Lamp 3

0,902

0,858

Lamp 4

0,911

0,717

Lamp 5

0,893

0,815

Lamp 6

0,850

0,864

Figure 3. PrEmo.

satisfaction, pride, hope, joy, and fascination, and six unpleasant emotions; disgust,
dissatisfaction, shame, fear, sadness and boredom. The PrEmo tool is displayed in Figure 3.
A character expresses the emotion through a facial expression, a short gesture and a vocal
expression. The participant indicates to what extent a particular emotion is experienced by
rating their feelings on a 5-point scale. All twelve emotions were measured for each product
stimulus, which makes it possible to measure mixed emotions. The possibility of predicting
product emotions was analysed for predicting pleasant and unpleasant emotions in total and
for the emotions individually. Reliability analyses were performed that showed that a total
emotion score could be obtained. The Cronbach’s alpha scores are shown in Table 2.
The second measurement included measuring the six commitment component scores.
These scores were obtained by measuring the related commitment items, described by
Novacek and Lazarus (1990). The total list of 41 commitment items was shortened to 29
based on the results of the reliability analyses that were performed. The items used in the
current study are shown in Table 3, together with the Cronbach’s alpha scores. The Sensation
Seeking items did not show an acceptable Cronbach's alpha score (> 0,6). Decided was to
include one Sensation Seeking item, to make further analyses possible.
Table 3
Commitments items for each component and the Cronbach’s alpha scores
Affiliation (α = 0,690)
Wanting to have close and satisfying
relationships with others
Wanting to give affection and love
Wanting to receive affection and love
Wanting to be involved and intimate with others

Power-Achievement (α =0,724)
Wanting to obtain awards and recognition
Desiring to be popular and accepted
Aspiring to be well-off financially
Wanting to be dominant and forceful
Wanting to be able to influence others
Wanting to complete successfully
Wanting to have a career
Desiring to be a leader or organizer

Personal Growth (α =0,671)
Wanting to be open-minded
Trying to be responsible
Aspiring to be a fair and ethical person
Wanting to develop a personal philosophy of live
Needing to develop a strong sense of who I am
Trying to be assertive
Needing personal growth

Altruism (α =0,615 )
Wanting to help others in need
Wanting to make sacrifices for others
Trying to be supportive of close others

Stress Avoidance (α =0,831)
Wanting to avoid blame and criticism
Trying to avoid conflict
Aspiring to have a stable life
Wanting to avoid feeling guilty
Wanting to avoid rejection
Trying to avoid failure

Sensation-Seeking
Wanting an exciting life
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Figure 4. Commitment Profile tool.

A Commitment Profile tool was developed to measure the six commitment components
from the commitment taxonomy. The tool uses an intuitive way to measure the items, by
asking the participant to drag the item towards the centre of a circle when the commitment is
strongly felt and more towards the outer circle when the commitment is weakly felt. The
items were divided over three circles. The circles measure the strength of the commitment on
a 5 points scale from 1 (placed outside the circle) “I am not strongly committed to this goal of
value” to 5 “I am very strongly committed to this goal or value” (centre of the circle). An
example of the Commitment Profile tool is presented in Figure 4. This tool gives the
participant a clear picture of his or her profile and the proportions between different
commitment items. This intuitive way of measuring commitments corresponds with the way
emotions are measured by PrEmo.
Procedure
The computer program used in the current study contained two parts; PrEmo and the
Commitment Profile tool. At the beginning of the computer program a short introduction and
welcome was given, explaining the purpose of the study. Following the general introduction,
PrEmo was introduced, explaining the purpose, the characters and the scale. Participants were
then asked to report their emotions towards the six different lamp designs. After finishing
PrEmo the Commitment profile tool was introduced, explaining the purpose and the
operation. Additionally an example was shown for further explanation. Finally the
participants were presented with the profile tool. Here the participants were asked to order
their commitments on importance. The computer program ended with two short questions
concerning sex and age, followed by a thank you screen.
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Data Analysis
First the data was checked for outliers; scores more than three standard deviations from the
mean were excluded from the analyses. Three cases, which data showed multiple outliers
were excluded. The following step was to explore the product emotion and commitment
scores separately. Differences in the emotional experience toward the lamp designs were
analysed by performing Paired-sampled t tests. Mean commitment scores were obtained from
the related commitments items. The following step contained standardizing the mean
commitment and the symbolic meaning scores to make comparison possible. It is necessary to
standardize these scores, because the symbolic meaning scores were obtained in a pre-test
with a different participant group. The degree of congruence between the symbolic meaning
of a lamp and the matching commitment score was measured by obtaining a difference score,
subtracting the symbolic meaning score from the corresponding commitment score. To
analyse the possibility of predicting pleasant and unpleasant emotions and the emotions
separately, the difference scores (congruence scores) were included in multiple regression
models.
The following chapter will present the results in three parts, starting with exploring the
measured emotions scores, followed by the commitment scores and finally the results from
the multiple regression analyses for testing the hypotheses.
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Results
Product emotions
Appendix A displays the emotional response towards the six lamp designs. The bars in Figure
5 graphically show the mean scores of the measured product emotions towards each lamp.
The first six are unpleasant emotions and the remaining six are pleasant emotions. To
determine the differences between the emotional experiences towards the six lamp designs,
Paired Samples T tests were performed. An alpha of .05 was used as the significance level.
The results are shown in Table 13. Results show that lamp 4 evokes significantly more
unpleasant emotions and lamp 5 significantly more pleasant emotions. It should be noted that
although significant differences are found between the emotional experiences, the difference
are small. Also should be noted that the mean scores show that the lamp designs do not evoke
a strong emotional response.

Commitments
For each commitment component a mean score was obtained from the related commitment
items (Table 3). Table 4 summarizes the statistics for the mean scores for each commitment
component. Paired samples t-tests were performed to test the differences between the
commitment components. The difference between the Personal Growth and the Altruism
component was the only one that was not significant.
Table 4
Statistics commitment components scores
Affiliation

Power-

Personal

Achievement

Growth

Altruism

Stress-

Sensation-

Avoidance

Seeking

Mean

4,462

3,391

3,987

4,008

3,217

4,023

SD

0,502

0,535

0,501

0,567

0,766

0,460

Minimum

3,250

2,250

3,000

2,667

1,167

2,800

Maximum

5,000

4,875

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

Congruence as predictor of product emotions
Multiple regression analyses were performed to test if the degree of congruence can be seen
as an indicator for predicting product emotions. This means that the possibility was tested to
predict the emotion score, based on the difference scores. The difference score indicates the
degree of congruence; a high difference score indicates a low degree of congruence and a low
difference score indicates a high degree of congruence. The difference score was obtained by
subtracting the symbolic meaning score from the corresponding mean commitment score.
These difference scores were recoded in absolute scores, because the direction of the
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difference was not relevant in this study. Expected was that when a difference scores increase,
the experience of pleasant emotions would decrease and the experience of unpleasant
emotions would increase.
A standard multiple regression method was used in this study. A hierarchical multiple
regression analysis was not appropriate, because no literature exists that suggests a particular
order for the commitments to predict product emotions. Certain assumptions had to be met
before performing the standard multiple regression analyses. These include controlling for
normality and linearity, by checking the normality plots and scatter plots. Analysing the data
revealed that the assumptions were met by the data. The data was also checked for the
existence of multicollinearity, by checking the Pearson correlation between the independent
variables and the tolerance of the variables. The correlation should not be higher than 0,9 and
the tolerance no lower than 0,1. The assumption that there is no multicollinearity was met by
the data. After the assumptions were checked, the multiple regression analyses could be
performed. For each total score of pleasant and unpleasant emotions towards the six lamp
designs a multiple regression analysis was performed. An alpha of ,05 was used as
significance level.
Expected was that high difference scores (low congruence) would lead to an increase of
the experience of pleasant emotions and a decrease in the experience of unpleasant emotions
and vice versa. This means that negative β-scores were expected in the models of pleasant
emotions and positive β-scores were expected in the regression models of unpleasant
emotions. The results show that the Power Achievement difference score was the most
important indicator for predicting product emotions. This difference score was a significant
indicator in several models tested, which are shown in Table 5. These results provide some
evidence for the hypotheses that the level of congruence can be seen as an indicator for
Table 5
Models resulting from multiple regression analyses for predicting pleasant and unpleasant emotions in which the Power
Achievement difference score is a significant indicator

Unpleasant Emotions
Lamp 2
Variables
Difference Affiliation
Difference Power Achievement
Difference Personal Growth
Difference Altruism
Difference Stress Avoidance
Difference Sensation Seeking
Adjusted R²

Unpleasant Emotions
Lamp 3

Unpleasant Emotions
Lamp 6

β

P

β

P

Β

P

,079
,323*
,035
-,036
,005
,068

0,489
0,005
0,765
0,764
0,964
0,553

-,041
,299*
-,104
,165
,073
-,022

0,724
0,012
0,360
0,156
0,515
0,843

-,027
,255*
-,136
,197
-,110
,083

0,814
0,028
0,224
0,085
0,324
0,462

,055

,049

,068

*p ≤ 0,05
Note: High difference scores indicate a low degree of congruence
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Table 6
Model resulting from multiple regression analyses for predicting pleasant and unpleasant emotions in which the Affiliation and
Stress Avoidance difference score are close to significant indicators

Pleasant Emotions
Lamp 6
Variables
Difference Affiliation
Difference Power Achievement
Difference Personal Growth
Difference Altruism
Difference Stress Avoidance
Difference Sensation Seeking
Adjusted R²

β

P

-,224
-,035
,116
-,109
,217
,018

0,056
0,763
0,303
0,343
0,056
0,873
,046

Note: High difference scores indicate a low degree of congruence

predicting product emotions, but only for the commitment Power Achievement. The three
models in Table 5 all show data following the expectations. An increase in the experience of
unpleasant emotions was indicated, when the degree of congruence decreased. The unpleasant
emotions which are predicted by the models predict all are felt towards lamp designs that
score low on expressing a symbolic meaning that matches with the Power Achievement
commitment.
Additionally, the results of the multiple regression analyses show that the Affiliation and
Stress Avoidance difference scores are close significant indicators in predicting pleasant
emotions towards lamp 6. This model is displayed in Table 6. A low degree of congruence
concerning the Affiliation component indicated a decrease in the experience of pleasant
emotions, which confirms the hypotheses. The prediction made concerning the Stress
Avoidance did not confirm the hypotheses. A low degree of congruence concerning the Stress
Avoidance component indicated an increase in the experience of pleasant emotions.
To gather more evidence for confirmation of the hypotheses, multiple regression analyses
were also performed for each emotion separately. For each emotion, towards each lamp,
multiple regression models were tested, to determine if the difference scores (congruence
scores) are indicators for predicting the experienced emotions. For this second analysis also
certain assumptions had to be met before performing the standard multiple regression
analyses. Controlling the data for normality and linearity revealed that the assumptions were
not met by data concerning the emotions shame, fear and sadness. The results from the
analyses for these emotions were excluded. The data was also checked for the existence of
multicollinearity. The assumption that there is no multicollinearity was met by the data. After
the assumptions were checked, the multiple regression analyses could be performed. On the
following pages the models are displayed in which the difference scores were significant
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indicators for predicting product emotions. The models are discussed for each commitment
component separately. Again an alpha of ,05 was used as significance level for the multiple
regression analyses.
Affiliation
Table 7 displays the model in which the Affiliation difference score was a significant
indicator for predicting product emotions. The prediction found confirms the hypotheses,
indicating that less desire will be experienced, when the degree of congruence decreases.
Power-Achievement
Ten models were found in which the Power Achievement difference score was a significant
indicator for predicting product emotions. These models are displayed in Table 8. Similar to
the analyses of the total emotion scores, almost all models concern predictions of unpleasant
emotions. The predictions found concerning the unpleasant emotions dissatisfaction, disgust
and boredom all confirm the hypotheses, indicating that the experience of unpleasant
emotions increase when the degree of congruence decreases. These results are similar to the
results of predicting the total unpleasant emotions. All the emotions that are predicted are felt
towards lamp designs that score low on expressing Power Achievement. Two models were
found in which the Power Achievement was a significant indicator for predicting the pleasant
emotion hope. The prediction of hope towards lamp 3 confirms the hypotheses, indicating that
the experience of hope decreases, when the degree of congruence decreases. The prediction of
hope towards lamp 1 does not confirm the hypotheses, indicating that the experience of hope
increases, when the degree of congruence decreases. It should be noted that the Power
Achievement symbolic meaning score concerning lamp design 1 had a Cronbach’s alpha
score below 0,6, which may have influenced this outcome. The number of models found in
Table 7
Model in which the Affiliation difference score is a significant indicator for predicting product emotions

Desire towards
Lamp 6
Variables
Difference Affiliation
Difference Power Achievement
Difference Personal Growth
Difference Altruism
Difference Stress Avoidance
Difference Sensation Seeking
Adjusted R²

β

p

-,256*
-,051
,166
,013
,094
,162

0,030
0,663
0,144
0,910
0,403
0,159
,041

*p ≤ 0,05
Note: High difference scores indicate a low degree of congruence
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Table 8
Models resulting from multiple regression analyses for predicting individual emotions in which the Power Achievement difference
score is a significant indicator

Hope
Lamp 1
Variables
Difference Affiliation
Difference Power Achievement
Difference Personal Growth
Difference Altruism
Difference Stress Avoidance
Difference Sensation Seeking

Difference Affiliation
Difference Power Achievement
Difference Personal Growth
Difference Altruism
Difference Stress Avoidance
Difference Sensation Seeking
Adjusted R²

Dissatisfaction
Lamp 2

Hope
Lamp 3

Disgust
Lamp 3

β

p

β

p

Β

p

β

p

β

p

,038
,235*
-,140
,185
,027
-,149

0,735
0,041
0,236
0,124
0,811
0,184

,175
,253*
-,047
-,084
-,069
,029

0,130
0,028
0,694
0,484
0,540
0,804

,046
,315*
-,081
-,039
-,100
,085

0,684
0,006
0,490
0,741
0,371
0,455

-,106
-,277*
-,033
-,122
-,124
,030

0,356
0,019
0,766
0,287
0,266
0,788

-,100
,339*
-,223
,180
,028
-,135

0,374
0,004
0,044
0,109
0,796
0,220

Adjusted R²

Variables

Disgust
Lamp 2

,039

,040

,068

,066

,110

Dissatisfaction
Lamp 3

Boredom
Lamp 3

Disgust
Lamp 6

Dissatisfaction
Lamp 6

Boredom
Lamp 6

β

p

β

p

Β

p

β

p

β

p

-,101
,312*
-,149
,072
-,059
,015

0,386
0,009
0,189
0,535
0,597
0,897

-,010
,417*
-,083
,150
-,014
,028

0,929
< 0,001
0,436
0,172
0,893
0,795

-,057
,268*
-,176
,099
-,091
,136

0,617
0,021
0,117
0,383
0,411
0,228

-,099
,293**
-,285
,264
-,131
,182

0,348
0,006
0,007
0,013
0,200
0,081

,053
,279*
-,186
,172
-,094
,056

0,643
0,016
0,095
0,127
0,392
0,617

,049

,146

,067

,216

,087

*p ≤ 0,05
Note: High difference scores indicate a low degree of congruence

which the Power Achievement difference score was a significant indicator, suggests that this
difference score can be seen as an important factor in predicting product emotions.
Personal Growth
The Personal Growth difference score was shown to be an indicator in predicting both
pleasant and unpleasant emotions. The models in which the Personal Growth difference score
was a significant or close to significant indicator are displayed in Table 9. All difference
scores predicted the emotions in the opposite direction than expected. In two models, the
Personal Growth difference score was an indicator for predicting joy, indicating that the
experience of joy increases when the degree of congruence decreases. In two other models,
the Personal Growth difference score was an indicator for predicting the unpleasant emotions
disgust and dissatisfaction. These predictions indicated that the experience of disgust and
dissatisfaction decreases when the degree of congruence decreases. It should be noted that the
Personal Growth symbolic meaning scores concerning lamp 3 had a Cronbach’s alpha score
below 0,6, which may have influenced the outcome.
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Table 9
Models resulting from multiple regression analyses for predicting individual emotions in which the Personal Growth difference
score is a significant indicator

Joy
Lamp 3
Variables
Difference Affiliation
Difference Power Achievement
Difference Personal Growth
Difference Altruism
Difference Stress Avoidance
Difference Sensation Seeking

Disgust
Lamp 3

Joy
Lamp 6

Dissatisfaction
Lamp 6

β

p

Β

p

β

p

β

p

,048
,013
,206
-,169
,203
-,005

0,678
0,913
0,073
0,147
0,074
0,966

-,100
,339*
-,223*
,180
,028
-,135

0,374
0,004
0,044
0,109
0,796
0,220

-,109
-,122
,246*
-,203
,216*
-,091

0,328
0,276
0,026
0,068
0,048
0,408

-,099
,293*
-,285*
,264*
-,131
,182

0,348
0,006
0,007
0,013
0,200
0,081

Adjusted R²

,042

,110

,116

,216

*p ≤ 0,05
Note: High difference scores indicate a low degree of congruence
Table 10
Models resulting from multiple regression analyses for predicting individual emotions in which the Altruism difference score is a
significant indicator

Desire
Lamp 5
Variables
Difference Affiliation
Difference Power Achievement
Difference Personal Growth
Difference Altruism
Difference Stress Avoidance
Difference Sensation Seeking
Adjusted R²

Hope
Lamp 5

Joy
Lamp 6

Dissatisfaction
Lamp 6

β

p

Β

p

β

p

β

p

-,175
,101
-,058
,225
-,039
,225

0,150
0,383
0,620
0,059
0,732
0,059

-,181
,067
-,145
,317*
,014
,097

0,135
0,561
0,214
0,008
0,905
0,408

-,109
-,122
,246*
-,203
,216*
-,091

0,328
0,276
0,026
0,068
0,048
0,408

-,099
,293*
-,285*
,264*
-,131
,182

0,348
0,006
0,007
0,013
0,200
0,081

,039

,056

,116

,216

*p ≤ 0,05
Note: High difference scores indicate a low degree of congruence

Altruism
In Table 10 the models are displayed in which the Altruism difference score was a significant
or close to significant indicator for predicting product emotions. Two models for predicting
emotions towards lamp 6 in which the predictions follow the hypotheses. It was indicated that
a decrease in the degree of congruence decreased the experience of joy and increased the
experience of dissatisfaction. The two other models found show predictions that do not
confirm the hypotheses. The experience of desire and hope towards lamp 5 increased, when
the degree of congruence decreases.

Stress-Avoidance
Three models were found in which the Stress Avoidance difference score was shown to be a
significant or close to significant indicator for predicting product emotions. These models are
displayed in Table 11. All models contain predictions that do not confirm the hypotheses. The
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Table 11
Models resulting from multiple regression analyses for predicting individual emotions in which the Stress Avoidance difference
score is a significant indicator

Joy
Lamp 3
Variables
Difference Affiliation
Difference Power Achievement
Difference Personal Growth
Difference Altruism
Difference Stress Avoidance
Difference Sensation Seeking

Pride
Lamp 6

Joy
Lamp 6

β

p

β

p

β

p

,048
,013
,206
-,169
,203
-,005

0,678
0,913
0,073
0,147
0,074
0,966

-,179
-,133
,112
-,067
,266*
,074

0,123
0,249
0,318
0,554
0,019
0,511

-,109
-,122
,246*
-,203
,216*
-,091

0,328
0,276
0,026
0,068
0,048
0,408

Adjusted R²

,042

,059

,116

*p ≤ 0,05
Note: High difference scores indicate a low degree of congruence
Table 12
Models resulting from multiple regression analyses for predicting individual emotions in which the Sensation Seeking difference
score is a significant indicator

Dissatisfaction
Lamp 4
Variables
Difference Affiliation
Difference Power Achievement
Difference Personal Growth
Difference Altruism
Difference Stress Avoidance
Difference Sensation Seeking
Adjusted R²

Desire
Lamp 5

Dissatisfaction
Lamp 5

Β

p

β

p

β

p

-,024
,105
-,145
,043
,088
-,248*

0,843
0,365
0,212
0,722
0,447
0,035

-,175
,101
-,058
,225
-,039
,225

0,150
0,383
0,620
0,059
0,732
0,059

-,064
-,070
,094
,168
-,083
-,254*

0,600
0,545
0,423
0,159
0,469
0,035

,032

,039

,027

*p ≤ 0,05
Note: High difference scores indicate a low degree of congruence

models indicate that the experience of pleasant emotions increases, when the degree of
congruence decreases. A decrease in the degree of congruence led to an increase in the
experience of joy and pride towards two lamp designs.

Sensation Seeking
Table 12 displays the models in which the Sensation Seeking difference score is a significant
or close to significant indicator for predicting product emotions. While exploring these results
it should be noted that the Sensation Seeking commitment score was based on one single
commitment item; “Wanting to have an exciting life”. All the models found predict the
emotions in the opposite direction than was expected. It was indicated a decrease in the
degree of congruence led to a decrease in the experience of dissatisfaction and an increase in
the experience of desire. All the emotions are felt towards lamp designs that score high on
expressing meanings that are related to the Sensation Seeking component.
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Discussion
The main goal of this study was to analyse the possibility of predicting product emotions
based on knowledge of the symbolic meaning of products and the commitments that people
possess. People only experience emotions when a product is significant for their
commitments. It was expected that people determine this significance by analysing the degree
of congruence between the symbolic meaning of the product design and their commitments. A
high degree of congruence between people’s commitments and the symbolic meaning of a
product is expected to increase the experience of pleasant emotions and decrease the
experience of unpleasant emotions. A low degree of congruence is expected to increase the
experience of unpleasant emotions and decrease the experience of pleasant emotions. Several
results found in this study are consistent with these expectations.
The General model of Product Appraisal (Desmet, 2002) argues that product emotions are
the result of an evaluation (appraisal) of the product in the light of the concerns. The current
study provided evidence for this model by showing that relations can found between product
emotions, the product design and the concerns that people possess. The current study extends
the existing literature by specifying on the symbolic meaning of the product design, in
particular the product form and specifying on the concern type commitments. It was found
that the degree of congruence between the symbolic meaning of product designs and the
commitment that people possess can be significant indicators for predicting product emotions.
These results are consistent with literature on self-congruity, which suggests that consumers
prefer products or brands that express an image that match with their own self-concept (Belk,
1988; Sirgy, 1982). The degree of congruence concerning the Affiliation, Power Achievement
and Altruism components are significant indicators for predicting product emotions in the
direction that was expected in this study. Especially strong results were found concerning the
Power Achievement component. These results are also consistent with research of Zhang et
al. (2006) who showed that people with dependent self-construal (emphasizing confrontation)
prefer angular shapes, which are known to induce associations such as energy and strength.
People with independent self-construal (emphasizing compromise) prefer rounded shapes,
which are known to induce associations such as friendliness and harmony. The symbolic
meanings scores found in this study are consistent with these findings, showing that lamp
designs that contain round forms are perceived as more warm and harmonious. Participants
that score high on the Power Achievement component experienced more unpleasant emotions
towards these lamps. Participants that scores high on the Affiliation component experience
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more pleasant emotions. Especially predictions were found for unpleasant emotions towards
these lamp designs.
The results of the current study also showed that for some commitment components, a
high degree of congruence does not lead to a positive product experience. The results indicate
that when the degree of congruence decreased the experience of pleasant emotions increased
and the experience of unpleasant emotions decreased and vice versa. This was the case for the
commitment components Personal Growth, Stress Avoidance, Sensation Seeking and partly
for Altruism. For example, a decrease in the degree of congruence concerning Stress
Avoidance indicated an increase in the experience of joy towards lamp 3. This lamp design
scores high on expressing Stress Avoidance associations, such as predictable and safe. These
findings relate to a well know discussion in the field of social psychology, concerning the
question if similarity in personality traits facilitates attraction. The alternative hypothesis, the
complementarity hypothesis suggests that relational partners experience more satisfaction
when certain personality traits differ, rather than match (Shiota & Levenson, 2007). Research
of Schimel, Pyszczinski, Greenberg, O’Mahen and Arndt (2000) confirmed this hypothesis by
showing that participants were more likely to distance themselves from confederates who
displayed behaviour that matched their own supposed negative traits. This corresponds with
the concept of self-enhancement, address by Govers (2004), which suggests that people can
prefer a product with a negative image, because it is a match with his or her self-concept, but
will reject is because is conflicts with the self-enhancement motive. These theories can offer
possible explanations for the contrasting results. A person who scores high on Stress
Avoidance may see this avoidance as a negative trait, which may cause the person to respond
negatively towards a product that expresses these traits. A person who scores high on
Altruism may want to enhance their self-esteem by expressing more dominance, which may
cause the person to respond positively towards a product that expresses dominance and
power.
The theories described above do not offer an explanation for the results found concerning
the Sensation Seeking component, which showed that more dissatisfaction was experienced
towards lamp designs that show a high degree of congruence, i.e. designs that are perceived as
exciting and surprising. A possible explanation could be that the lamp designs used in the
current study were not novel enough, which would explain the negative product experience
towards the lamp designs that express Sensation Seeking associations.
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Summarizing these results it can be concluded that the degree of congruence between the
symbolic meaning of lamp designs and commitments can be seen as an indicator for
predicting product emotions. The question remains though which degree of congruence leads
to positive product experiences. This study shows contrasting results, showing that low and
high degrees of congruence lead to more positive product experiences. The results suggest
that the outcome is determined by the commitment component. Future research should show
if consistent results can be found in the results for each commitment components. The strong
results found concerning the Power Achievement commitment do show a clear picture,
indicating that positive product experiences are evoked by lamp designs that match their
commitments. The proportions of variance that is accounted for by the models do indicate that
other factors have to be included in the model to predict total product experiences.
There are some limitations that may have influenced the outcome of this study that should be
noted in this discussion to improve further research. The first limitation is the weak emotional
response that the stimuli evoked in this study. Multiple factors may have caused this response
to be weak. One factor is the use of abstract images as stimuli. This choice was made to
highlight the product form, which was the focus of this study. The participants may have had
trouble responding to an image that is this far from the realistic product. Another factor that is
related to this is the limited amount of information that is offered by the stimuli. The
participants cannot extract any information about functionality, price, etc. They were not
familiar with the lamps and had no experience using the lamps that could provide them with
information. The participant may have needed this information to form a strong emotional
response. A possible third factor that may have caused the weak response is the choice of
product type. McDonagh et al. (2002) comment that even practical products have a symbolic
significance and may be used by people for expressing their identity. The weak emotional
response towards floor lamps may possibly contradict this. This could possibly also be
influenced by another factor; the target group. It is possible that students do not use the
product type furniture to express their identity. Price and functionality may be more important
factors in the student’s product choice. Products such as watches or mobile phones may be
more relevant to students, and would possibly evoke a stronger emotional reaction. These
products are also more likely to be used by students as a way to express their identity.
Additionally Belk (1988) argued that furnishing may be a product type that is not seen as an
extension the self, but more as an extension of the family. This means that the product is
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evaluated in the light of the concerns of the whole family. Future research should investigate
different type of target groups and product types.
Another limitation caused by the use of the target group students is that several
commitments items are possibly not relevant for students, for example ‘to be a good parent’,
which was excluded from the current study to increase homogeneity. A study with
participants in another age group could lead to other results and patterns in the relationship
between commitments and product emotions. The commitment items that are excluded from
the total scales in this study to increase the homogeneity may not be excluded in studies with
another target group. This should be analysed in further research.
Not all scores are extracted from one participant group, which may be a limitation for
obtaining accurate measurements. This approach was chosen for two reasons. To make sure
that the participants were not aware of the hypotheses and to limit the size of the main study.
The consequence was that the difference scores had to be obtained with use of the mean
symbolic scores from the pre-test. It could be possible that there are differences in the
perception of the symbolic product meaning. For example, Van Rompay et al. (2005) showed
that differences exist in the perception of symbolic product meanings between Dutch and
Brazilian participants. It is addressed that these differences are possibly grounded in cultural
differences in their embodied interaction. The environment that people interact with, within
different cultures may vary and this influences their perceptions. These perceptual differences
may possibly also exist within cultures. Future research should consider a within participant
design for all measurements to obtain an accurate symbolic meaning score. This approach will
also lead to more accurate congruence scores.
Culture is a factor that should be taken into account in future research concerning
predicting product emotions. As noted above, culture may be an influence on how people
perceive symbolic product meanings. Culture may also influence the importance of the
commitments for predicting emotions. Research of Hofstede (2011) showed that there are
differences between cultures concerning the importance of values. For example, the Dutch
culture scores high on the dimension of Individualism, indicating that the society has more
individualistic attitudes. For example, bonds with others are relatively loose and more selfreliant behaviour is shown. These cultural differences may possibly influence which
commitment components are important for predicting product emotions. In Dutch culture it
would be expected that commitments related to self-reliance would be a strong indicator for
predicting emotions. The result that Power Achievement is a significant indicator for product
emotions is consistent with this idea. These differences in culture also influence shape
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preferences in design. Research of Zhang et al. (2006) showed that individualistic cultures
prefer logos with angular shapes and collectivistic cultures prefer round logos. As noted
earlier in this discussion, the results of this study correspond with these findings; more
unpleasant emotions were predicted towards lamp designs that scores low on Power and
Achievement, containing round forms.
The findings of this study have practical implications for the design practice. The results
imply that the Power Achievement commitment is an important commitment in predicting
product emotions towards the lamp designs. Product developers can use this kind of
knowledge to develop products that evoke positive product experiences. The starting point for
developing new product designs would be to gather insight about the commitments of the
product’s target group. The following question would be how the important commitments can
be connoted through features in the product’s design. The measurements in the current study
reveal that lamps wit round forms are perceived as harmonious and warm and lamp designs
with angular forms as more powerful and dominant. These results correspond with research
from Berlyne (1976) and Zhang et al. (2006). Results also reveal that designs that are
perceived as more harmonious and warm also are seen as more safe and consistent. Powerful
and dominant designs also tend to express excitement. Such findings can be used to
implement important commitments of the target group in the product design.
Other elements of the product design, such as colour, material, surface and texture also
express certain symbolic meanings. For example, smooth, symmetric surfaces can give a
product an appearance of harmony and friendliness and a dynamic appearance can be
achieved by the use of the colour red (Karjalainen, 2007). All the relevant product design
characteristics should express the same symbolic product meaning to achieve a consistent
impression. It is important that this symbolic meaning is not only implemented in the product
design, but also is implemented in the total product development, such as package design and
marketing. Only then the product can express a consistent symbolic meaning that may lead to
positive product experiences.
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Appendix A

Figure 5. Mean scores of product emotions for each lamp.
Table 13
Results of the Paired samples t-tests
Unpleasant emotions

Pleasant emotions

Boredom

5 < 1,2,3 and 6

Fascination

5 > 1,2,3,4 and 6

Sadness

3 > 1,2 and 5; 4 > 1 and 5

Joy

5 > 1,2,3,4 and 6

Fear

4 > 1,2,3,5 and 6

Hope

5 > 1,2,3,4 and 6

Shame

No differences

Pride

5 > 3 and 4

Dissatisfaction

4 > 1,2,3,5 and 6; 3 > 2,5 and ; 1 > 6

Satisfaction

5 > 1,3 and 4; 2 > 3 and 4; 6 > 3 and 4

Disgust

4 > 1,2,3,5 and 6; 3 > 6

Desire

4 < 2,5 and 6

Note: > = emotion is significantly experienced more compared to other lamp designs, < = emotion is significantly experienced
less compared to other lamp designs
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